
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

________________________________________ there is no such thing
as stone?
1.

(why/carpenters/reasonably/believe/?)
Why may carpenters reasonably believe

They ___________ off on his trail.2. (go)might go

Possibly my own interpretation ________________ itself to the
consciousness of all-but in myself, I know for certain, there dwells a
mysterious something which stirs and works in me independently of myself,
which enters into me, and takes its departure at its will.

3.

(not/adapt)

may not adapt

The development of a photograph __________________ it, but it illustrates
the curious and familiar fact of the revived recollections of the drowning man's
experience.

4.

(not/explain)

may not explain

Another preliminary word _____________ out of place.5. (not/be)may not be

________________ her about you?6. (I/not/tell/?)Mayn't I tell

It _________ that it was true.7. (be)may be

I did not applaud, that I _________________ a single note of this
masterpiece.
8.

(not/lose)
might not lose

I __________ some more of it.9. (buy)may buy

There is no wet season properly so called, and consequently few days in
the winter months when it is not agreeable to be out-of-doors, perhaps no day
when one ________________________ during some part of it.

10.

(not/walk/or/drive)
may not walk or drive

The emotion of terror ____________ as an example.11. (serve)may serve

____________ you to speak plainly?12. (I/beg/?)May I beg

You __________ him before you see this.13. (see)may see

_____________ many more by him?14. (we/see/?)May we see
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The players must be careful to speak in a whisper, so that the others
_______________ what has been said.
15.

(not/know)may not know

All in all, a handsome, haughty, calculating man, whose friendship would
hardly benefit the heart, but
____________________________________________ all we love!

16.

(from whose enmity/the immortals/guard/?)
from whose enmity may the immortals guard

He spends next to nothing; we have absolutely no secrets from each
other; there is not a corner of his study which my eyes and my fingers
__________________.

17.

(not/explore)may not explore

The jury must remember, too, that the relation _________________
actually passed into dishonor, it __________________ just grave enough to
smite the girl's conscience, and to induce her to behave as she had done.

18.

(not/have) (past/be)

might not have
might have been

But being, as he is, a young man, with ways of his own, and a will of his
own, which he _________________ to have interfered with, the problem
becomes more complicated.

19.

(not/choose)
may not choose

You told me you lived in one place, when you lived in another, so that I
_________________ you.
20.

(not/find)might not find
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